
LED systems & walls allow for the creation of real-time, reactive environments that perfectly 
sync with the camera for a seamless and fully immersive filming experience.

This environment allows a host to step into and interact with a larger virtual world using real 
content & video, computer generated content or a combination of both.

The cutting-edge tech highlights the use of Augmented Reality (AR), 
Virtual Reality (VR) and Mixed Reality (MR), emphasizing the use of 
computer-generated content and creating intricate, engaging 
new worlds.

Create huge sets limited only by imagination, not budget.  
Expensive location shoots can now be created in studio 
with the perfect lighting.

LED video walls & floors allow graphics or video to be placed in 
either location to create this truly connected environment and places 
the stage in a larger virtual realm.

These ultra-high-resolution LED screens wrap around the sets, enveloping hosts in any 
location imaginable.

BitFire Studios
Experience the future today, at BitFire Studios.

Our state-of-the-art studios are truly unlike any other in North America.
Give us a minute to show you what sets us apart from our competition.

The three T’s: Technology. Transmission. Team.
One-of-a-kind LED Technology takes innovation to new heights.

A transmission network designed to take your broadcast quality video to wherever it needs to go, 
securely, reliably, over the internet and all under one roof.

Team of notable broadcast industry experts who work with a tapestry of blue-chip partners, 
clients and programming including the NFL, NHL, MLB & CBS Sports to name a few.

Studio Technology:

Presenters can move around freely, unlike green screens, with automated tracked lighting that can 
follow talent as they move anywhere on the set. 

Complete sets and backgrounds change immediately, with the simple press of a button. 

LED systems streamline the lengthy post-production process. 

This ground-breaking new technology was used in filming Disney’s 
‘The Mandalorian’, creating a completely digital 3D environment and 
eliminating location shoots entirely.

As the home of BitFire Networks, our studios also have the ability to 
transmit your broadcast production signals from where you are to 
where you want to be.

Studio Specs:
16,000 square feet of production space

Two separate sound stages:
Stage 1: 1,900 sq. ft.
Stage 2: 600 sq. ft.

Two separate control rooms allow for several productions to take place simultaneously
Green Screen Chroma Key Backdrop
Cutting edge edit and graphic suites

Green room, complete with two hair and makeup rooms

A powerhouse group of TV industry leaders, led by broadcast veteran Bob Sullivan, is another 
strong differentiator of our talent in the market. 

These industry veterans have decades of experience, a proven history and a long-standing 
tradition of successful innovation and technological advancements.

Our full production team of engineers, operations managers, studio executives, photographers 
and editors are all top in their class, winning numerous Emmy Awards and other prestigious 
recognitions for their work.

A long history of managing major events like the Super Bowl, 
Miss Universe, Oscars and Grammy’s shows our ability to handle 
multiple and complex projects.    

The studios also house Bandit Productions, an original program 
content development and production company as part of its 
daily operations. 
 

Experience the future today, at BitFire Studios.
The possibilities are endless.

BitFire.Studio
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Our Team:

Original Content:
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Phoenix, AZ 85050
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